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Abstract 
Four experiments were conducted to examine the role of context effects, tonal information, and 
other lexical variables in the processing of ambiguous words in Chinese during continuous 
speech. In Experiments 1, 3, and 4, listeners were presented with successively gated portions of 
a spoken homophone, embedded in a sentence context, and they identified the homophone on 
the basis of its increasing amount of acoustic information. In Experiment 2，listeners named 
aloud the visual probe at a pre-designated point upon hearing the sentence which ended with a 
spoken homophone. Results indicate that first, context has an early effect on the 
disambiguation of various homophone meanings, shortly after the acoustic onset of the word. 
Second, context interacts with frequency of the individual meanings of a homophone during 
lexical access. Furthermore, the results show that Chinese listeners use tonal information to 
disambiguate homophone meanings, provided that a sufficient amount of acoustic information 
becomes available. However, the role of tone is limited relative to the role of sentential context 
during sentence processing. Taken together, convergent results from this study support the 
context-dependency hypothesis, which states that to select the correct lexical meaning ofan 
ambiguous word depends on the simultaneous interaction among both top-down and bottom-
up information processing during lexical access. Finally, the results suggest that the interactive 
activation models of lexical processing are the best account for the problem oflexical 
ambiguity. 
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Ambiguity Resolution in Chinese Homophones: 
Evidence from Spoken Word Recognition 
Imagine the following scenario: A foreigner asks a native speaker “Do you know is 
there any shop nearby which sells bat?". The native speaker tells him, “Yes, Adidas isjust at the 
roadjunction over there, and the Nike shop is about two streets behind." The foreigner then 
clarifies his question, saying, "No, sorry, Fm looking for the pet store." At once, the native 
speaker understands that he wants to know the location of the nearest animal house. How does 
this native speaker understand that the foreigner is heading to the animal house when she hears 
the second sentence; actually, she is hearing the same syllable “bat’，? This question is relevant 
to one of the fundamental problems oflanguage processing (Gorfein, 1989), lexical ambiguity: 
When listeners see or hear an ambiguous item that has multiple meanings, do they use prior 
sentential context to help them eliminate irrelevant meanings, or do they activate all possible 
meanings in the mental dictionary irrespective of prior context? Undoubtedly, the final 
outcome of processing the ambiguity is a single contextually appropriate meaning with the help 
from the prior sentential context. The main concem here is how early these effects take place 
during different stages oflexical access, because they can reflect the underlying mechanism to 
our language processors in particular, and the whole cognitive system in general. However, 
after more than two decades of psycholinguistic research, there is still no definitive answer 
today. 
On the basis of existing research obtained from psychological, linguistic, and 
computational perspectives (Glucksberg, Kreuz, & Rho，1986; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 1990; 
Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Small, Cottrell, & Tanenhaus, 1988; Simpson, 1981; Simpson & 
Kang, 1994; Simpson & Kmeger，1991; Swinney, 1979; Tabossi，1988a; 1988b); two 
competing hypotheses have emerged: (1) The exhaustive access hypothesis argues that all 
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meanings of an ambiguous word will be accessed momentarily following the occurrence ofthe 
word，and that semantic context can only help to select the appropriate meaning at a post-access 
stage. This hypothesis assumes that language processing is a modular, bottom-up process in 
which non-lexical, sentential information does not penetrate lexical access (Fodor, 1983). (2) 
The context-dependency hypothesis argues that the contextually appropriate meaning of an 
ambiguous word can be selectively accessed early on if the preceding sentence context 
provides a strong bias to the appropriate meaning. This hypothesis assumes that language 
processing is operated by an interactive approach in which information can flow both bottom-
up and top-down simultaneously and that lexical access and sentential context can mutually 
influence one another at a very early stage (McClelland, 1987). 
Generally speaking, there is evidence for both positions. On the one side, a number of 
studies have argued that immediately after the occurrence of the ambiguity, all the meanings 
were activated first, followed by a single one with the aid of the top-down contextual influence 
(Onifer & Swinney, 1981; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Bienkowski，1982; Swinney, 
1979). One of the most critical pieces of evidence favoring the modularity position comes from 
Onifer and Swinney (1981). 
By using a cross-modal priming technique (Swinney, Onifer, Prather, & Hirshkowitz, 
1979), Onifer and Swinney presented two types of sentence contexts to their participants 
auditorially: sentence (1) biased to the dominant meaning of the ambiguous word while 
sentence (2) biased to the subordinate meaning. For example, 
(1) The housewife's face literally lit up as the plumber extracted her lost wedding 
ring from the sink. 
(2) The office walls were so thin that they could hear the ring of their neighbor's phone 
whenever a call came in. 
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Then, a visual probe was presented immediately at the offset of the ambiguous word, 
which either was related to one of the meanings of the ambiguity or to an unrelated control 
(FESfGER-TALENT; BELL-WHIP). From the results ofthis study, they found that both 
sentences facilitated lexical decision on FINGER and BELL in terms of their response time 
compared with those on the unrelated control word; thus no immediate effects of either context 
or dominance were found following the ambiguity. 
In Swinney's (1979) earlier work, he also demonstrated that the sentence context could 
only exert its influence to select the contextually appropriate meaning of the ambiguous word 
after four syllables following the ambiguity. Therefore, these authors concluded that neither 
dominance nor context affects the respective activation of each homophone meaning; hence, 
lexical access operates in accordance with the autonomous principle. 
On the other side, some researchers have countered that multiple access ofmeaning is 
universal by providing several other findings, and this counter-evidence is consistent with a 
selective-access point of view (Glucksberg, Kreuz, & Rho, 1986; Simpson, 1981; Simpson & 
Krueger, 1991; Tabossi, 1988a; 1988b). The most compelling findings counter to the modular 
approach come from Simpson (1981). 
Simpson used two lexical decision tasks (with a cross-modal paradigm) to investigate 
the effects of dominance and different context types on lexical access. In the first experiment, 
he varied the relatedness of the primes towards each of the homophone meanings. In the second 
experiment, he varied the degree of semantic bias from the sentence context to either the 
dominant or the subordinate meaning of the ambiguous word. Finally, he discovered that when 
the sentence context provides a strong bias toward one of the meanings ofthe ambiguous word, 
only that meaning was retrieved. Moreover, the dominant meanings were retrieved first ifthey 
followed ambiguous sentences, which is consistent with the ordered-access model (Hogaboam 
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& Perfetti, 1975). This model argues that all the meanings of an ambiguous word are retrieved 
in a self-terminating fashion. The most frequent meaning is activated first and evaluated 
according to the current context. However, this model is also argued to be context independent 
(Forster & Bednall, 1976). 
In line with the thesis ofHogaboam and Perfetti (1975)，Simpson and Burgess (1985) 
examined the activation functions for dominant and subordinate meanings across five stimulus 
onset asynchronies (SOAs). They found that only targets related to the dominant meaning were 
facilitated at the shortest SOA (about 16ms); and by 300ms, both meanings were activated. 
Hence, they concluded that both meanings of the ambiguous word are automatically activated 
according to their relative frequency in the no context situation. These findings seriously 
undermine the modularist principle oflexical access: Initial multiple access to all the meanings 
of an ambiguity followed by selection with the aid of sentence context or other non-lexical 
information. 
In addition to Simpson's findings, Glucksberg, Kreuz and Rho (1986) provided further 
evidence favoring the interactive view. From the results of two cross-modal experiments to 
examine the time-course of sentence context, they pointed out that context can constrain the 
initial activation among different meanings of the ambiguous word. Tabossi (1988a; 1988b) 
obtained similar evidence to consolidate the early effects of different context on selecting the 
appropriate meaning of an ambiguous word, provided that the ambiguity occurs in a highly 
constrained sentential context. Taken altogether, both of them suggested that the contributions 
of sentence context and dominance are made during the processing ofambiguous words, 
thereby supporting the interactive account of lexical access: Context limits lexical access. 
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Unfortunately, much of the research on both sides has limitations. Before directly 
considering their respective weaknesses, it is important to look into the research methods used 
in this field of study, because some of the limitations stem from these methods. 
Spoken word recognition is the standard method used in this domain of inquiry. It is 
well-documented that spoken word recognition has proved useful for tapping various effects 
occurring during lexical access (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 1989; 1990; Zwitserlood, 1989). The 
typical procedure is as follows: Researchers present, auditorially, a sentence ending with an 
ambiguous word to the listeners. They then manipulate the semantic content in the sentence 
context, the sentence context biased to the dominant meaning; or the subordinate meaning of 
the homophone; or the unrelated control. After listening to the whole sentence (including the 
ambiguity), a visual target word is presented for a naming response or a lexical decision. 
However, as pointed out by some other researchers, there are two widely-criticized 
methodological constraints in interpreting the experimental results obtained from the above 
studies: the nature of the task and the potential intra-sentential activation. 
For examples, in the research ofboth Simpson (1981) and Onifer & Swinney (1981), 
the lexical decision task was used to examine the facilitation of contextual influence and the 
interaction of semantic and lexical processing. However, some studies showed that the lexical 
decision task involved not only factors that affect lexical access, but also other extraneous 
variables that might influence them at the decision stage, which involves the integrative 
processes. In other words, this task may be testing the interplay of variables at a post-access 
stage rather than testing a truly on-line lexical processing (Lorch, Balota, & Stamm, 1986; 
Seidenberg, Waters, Sanders, & Langer, 1984; West & Stanovich, 1982). Therefore, it is 
difficult to accurately interpret the data with respect to the questions under study. 
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In addition, Seidenberg et al. (1982) argued that the early context effect might not be 
revealed in the parallel interaction among various lexical and contextual factors; instead, the 
context effect might simply reflect the semantic relations among individual words within the 
prior sentence. Such intra-sentential priming would, in tum, suggest that the activation 
processes are basically internalized to the language processor, and therefore do not violate the 
autonomy principle. Stanovich and West (1983) also claimed that this evidence could not be 
used to reflect the genuine context effect occurring at an early stage during sentence processing. 
In addition, Tabossi, Colombo, and Job (1987) argued that the differences between 
studies used to support an interactive view (Simpson, 1981; Tabossi, 1988a) and those used to 
support a modular account (Onifer & Swinney，1981) were mainly due to the different methods 
of contextual priming that the authors employed. Tabossi (1988b) criticized the selection of 
visual probes used in Onifer & Swinney,s study (1981), because she argued that in their study, 
the prior context actually primed no particular aspects of the probe's meaning; instead, these 
visual targets were more sensitive to intra-lexical relations of the ambiguous words. Therefore, 
it is important to control the relation between the visual probes, the ambiguous words, and the 
context so as to avoid forming such confounding in the materials, as suggested by Tabossi 
(1988a) and Simpson and Knieger (1991). 
Simpson and Burgess (1985) showed that not all time-course studies in lexical 
ambiguity have shown the pattem of initial multiple access. However, it is still unclear whether 
one can generalize their results to sentence level analysis since their work is confined only to 
the out of context situation. Thus, if congruent findings can be obtained from the sentential 
context case, then it is much easier to attack the modularists' thesis. 
Similarly, Tabossi (1988a) mentioned that Simpson's (1981) findings seem to support 
the interactive model of lexical access, but in his study the visual probe occurred 120ms after 
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the offset of the ambiguous word. This delay might be sufficiently long to test the post-access 
effects rather than initial access effects. So, again, one should be careful to decide the time 
interval between the varied stimuli when conducting this kind of research, as indicated by 
Simpson (1984) and Simpson and Krueger (1991). 
The main objective in the present paper is to replicate and extend this line of research 
cross-linguistically by taking into account the above limitations. 
As a matter of fact, the above hypotheses have been mainly tested in English and 
several other Indo-European languages (e.g., Dutch and Italian). Actually, they have not been 
systematically examined in Chinese. Chinese is a Sino-Tibetan language that differs 
significantly from most Indo-European languages (e.g., in its use of lexical tones, its 
morphemic monosyllabicity) and it offers many unique psycholinguistic properties in its 
phonological, lexical, and syntactic structures (see Li, in press, for a review). For example, 
Chinese involves a tonal system that differentiates lexical items, and different tones often 
distinguish between different meanings associated with the same syllables. There are four basic 
tones in Mandarin Chinese, and nine in Cantonese (However, because three out of the nine 
tones only appear in words ending with /p/, /t/, lkI, I count six basic tones in Cantonese, 
following the LSHK Cantonese romanization scheme, in this study). 
Tone, is the variation in pitch that is used to differentiate different monosyllables in 
Chinese (Wu, 1992). There arejust about 400 syllables in Chinese and this number is 
incredibly small to represent the many various lexical meanings in this language without the 
alleviation oflexical tone. Homophony is therefore extensive in Chinese while homophony is a 
relatively low-frequency event in English and other Indo-European languages. 
It is generally accepted that lexical tone would play an important role when attempting 
to recognize a spoken Chinese word (Cheng, 1966; Taft & Chen, 1992; Wang, 1967). 
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Throughout the literature on lexical tone, I found that most emphasize acoustical and 
phonological aspects of lexical tone (Cheng, 1966; Fry, 1968; Ho, 1976; Sagart, 1986; Wang, 
1967; Vance, 1976; 1977; Zee, 1980)，or the functional significance of the lexical tone (Vance 
1976; Zee, 1980) and the representation of lexical tone (Taft & Chen, 1992). 
However, investigations on, when the listeners pick up the tonal information to 
distinguish among various words or at which point listeners differentiate different lexical tones 
and how the tonal information interacts with other lexical and context factors during language 
comprehension have received minimal attention. 
Repp and Lin (1990) suggested that Chinese listeners use tonal information together 
with segmental information of a given syllable for lexical access. However, they only used 
single words for testing the integration process. It is hard to generalize their results up to the 
sentence level of analysis in which several phonological, syntactic, and semantic constraints 
would influence the process; for example, Vance (1976; 1977) implied that the variation of 
tone within a syllable would be affected in the presence of any semantic cues. 
In Taft and Chen's (1992) study, they found that listeners had some difficulties in 
judging homophony between two Chinese words, those sharing the same syllabic information 
but only differing in their tones, in the decision task. They attributed the reason for this 
difficulty to the fact that two syllables which differ only in their respective lexical tones are 
acoustically similar than those differing in a single segment. Also, the more acoustically 
similar two syllables are, the easier it is to confuse them. An interesting question arises here: 
What would be the case during sentence comprehension? 
Moreover, in classical analysis of lexical tone, it is commonly agreed among Chinese 
linguists that tone, a supra-segmental feature of a given syllable, operates throughout the entire 
syllabic spectrum (see Chen & Poon, 1990; Wu, 1992). But, one can observe that the tone mark 
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usually located at the vowel of the syllable except the neutral tone, with reference to the 
phonetic symbol of Chinese (Pinyin). Because the nature of this superimposed phonetic unit is 
at the pitch; and Chinese native speakers always pronounce the lexical tone distinctly at the 
vowel point of a syllable, which indicates the varied pitch (Qian, 1995; Tong & James, 1994; 
Wang, 1996). Thus, even this feature operates across the whole syllable, it is believed that 
listeners can begin to perceive lexical tone at approximately this critical vowel point. 
Tone also relates to the acoustic duration of the pitch, so it is reasonable to expect that 
listeners can detect the actual tonal difference accurately after a very short period following the 
vowel onset. Altogether, in spoken word recognition of Chinese, it is hypothesized that 
listeners use the tonal information to distinguish various word candidates of the same syllable 
at the relevant acoustic boundary, in which beginning from the vowel onset and after the vowel 
till the word offset. Essentially, few previous studies examined such matters up to now. 
Nevertheless, some may express doubt about the above expectation that is this the same 
in sentential case, as Chen and Poon (1990) pointed out that lexical tone might change to a 
subordinate role in the disambiguating process if there is a strong semantic cue. Thus, 
investigating this variable in speech can contribute significant information on its relative role 
compared with sentential context. 
In sum, it is important to understand the time-course of processing lexical tone, its 
interaction with the sentence context and its role in order to get a more complete picture of (1) 
spoken word recognition in particular and, (2) language processing in general, since this special 
lexical property is lacking in most Indo-European languages, such as English and Italian. 
As mentioned above, lexical tone can be used to differentiate among different lexical 
items; however, tonal information alone does not eliminate lexical ambiguities associated with 
homophones: Chinese has a massive number ofhomophones on a lexical-morphemic level 
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even with the tonal distinctions. According to the Modem Chinese Dictionary (Institute of 
Linguistics, 1985), 80% of the monosyllables (differentiated by tones) in Chinese are 
ambiguous between different meanings, and 55% have five or more homophones. The single 
syllable ^i with the dipping tone (in case ofMandarin) has up to 90 homophones (e.g., skill, 
justice, benefit, discuss, intention, translate, hundred-million, etc.), and this number would 
increase to 171 if identical syllables with different tones were considered as homophones. In 
case of Cantonese, yi^  has at least four common meanings in the mental lexicon of nearly every 
native Cantonese speakers (e.g., easy, two, justice, abnormal, etc.) Upon hearing yi in a 
sentence, do Chinese speakers activate all 90 or at least four meanings of the syllable at the 
same moment? They should if we follow the exhaustive access hypothesis strictly, because 
according to this hypothesis: lexical access is an autonomous and capacity-free process. 
However, many native Cantonese speakers might activate only the contextually appropriate 
meaning with aid from the sentence context, which is suggested by the context-dependency 
hypothesis. At this point, we can see that Chinese homophone is an ideal test case to examine 
such long-debated question. 
Recently, Li and Yip have explored the processing of Chinese homophones in a number 
of preliminary studies. Using cross-modal and gating paradigms, Li (in press) and Li & Yip 
(1996a; 1996b) examined the effects of sentence context on Chinese speakers' access and 
selection ofhomophone meanings. The cross-modal experiment shows that context effects 
could occur immediately following the occurrence of the homophone, and the gating 
experiment shows that listeners can recognize the appropriate meaning with less than half of 
the acoustic information of the homophone. These experiments indicate that Chinese speakers 
are sensitive to the contextually biased meaning at an early stage, probably within the acoustic 
boundary of the spoken homophone. They point to a much earlier context effect than what has 
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been previously assumed (e.g., about 1.5 seconds following the occurrence of the ambiguous 
word, e.g., as in Onifer & Swinney, 1981). It seems that Chinese listeners, to cope with the 
extensive ambiguity created by massive homophones, must rapidly disambiguate alternative 
homophone meanings during sentence comprehension. 
The present paper examines various psycholinguistic factors (particularly concerned 
with phonological, lexical and contextual factors here) that constrain the auditory recognition 
of the Chinese homophone. From investigating these factors, we can also visualize their 
respective roles in affecting the path that leads to the access of correct lexical homophone 
meaning. Several variables are examined in this study, including frequency of the individual 
homophone meaning, neighborhood density of each homophone, lexical tone of a given 
homophone and the prior sentence context. These variables are considered to be important 
factors that have previously been used to investigate the problem of lexical ambiguity 
throughout the literature (Grosjean, 1980, 1988; Li, 1996b; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Onifer & 
Swinney, 1981; Small, Cottrell, & Tanenhaus, 1988; ;Simpson, 1981; Simpson & Kang, 1994; 
Simpson & Kmeger，1991; Swinney, 1979; Tabossi, 1988a; Tyler & Wessels, 1985). Before 
presenting the experiments in detail, let me first briefly discuss some properties of these 
variables. Such properties are particularly important for understanding the disambiguating 
process. 
The first variable is the frequency of individual homophone meanings. During spoken 
word recognition, upon hearing an acoustic signal, the speed of activation of each homophone 
meaning that shares identical acoustic components is different according to its respective 
frequency. The higher the frequency of the individual homophone meaning, the faster it is 
activated. Simpson (1981) reported that if the homophone followed an ambiguous sentence, the 
dominant meaning (more frequent) of the ambiguous word would be retrieved first. Tabossi 
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(1988a) also consistently found the dominant meaning of an ambiguous word could be 
selectively activated if the ambiguity occurred in a sufficiently constraining sentential context. 
The second variable is the neighborhood density of each homophone. As mentioned 
before, Chinese has a large number ofhomophones associated with the same monosyllable 
even with the tonal distinction, so it is believed that the more words sharing the identical sound 
pattern, the more information needed to identify the correct lexical meaning of a given 
homophone and thus requiring a longer processing time. Recently, Li & Yip (1996b) proposed 
that when following an ambiguous sentence, the higher the density of the homophone, the more 
the time for the listeners to correctly identify the target word due to word-word competition. 
The third variable is the lexical tone of a syllable. Native Cantonese speakers seem to 
differentiate various lexical tones associated with the same syllable without any conscious 
effort during spoken word recognition. But, during the recognition process, do they rely on any 
phonological cue of the spoken word to extract the tone distinction? If so, where is this cue 
located? One of the properties of the Cantonese phonological structure is monosyllabicity. 
Only consonant-vowel (CV) or single vowel structures are allowed for monosyllables (Kao, 
1971). This structure reflects the fact that listeners might pick up the tonal information to 
distinguish among different syllables at some point along the acoustic spectrum, since lexical 
tone is a supra-segmental phonological unit; they roughly belong to one of the three temporal 
categories: at the initial segment of the syllable (e.g., onset consonant or vowel); or at the 
middle segment that involves the acoustic change from the onset consonant to the vowel; and 
the latter segment of the syllable. As discussed before, it is traditionally assumed that listeners 
can perceive the lexical tone approximately at, the vowel of a syllable (Chen & Poon, 1990; 
Tong & James, 1994; Wu, 1992). This variable can also be used to examine the process ofits 
， 
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integration with the syllabic information and the acoustical change within the syllable as Zee 
(1980) argued that the vowels would be affected by the tonal difference. 
Finally, the context variable is used to look into how and when the preceding semantic 
sentence context affect the recognition process. This variable has been extensively studied in 
monolingual and bilingual spoken word recognition (Grosjean, 1980; Li, 1996b; Marslen-
Wilson, 1987; Onifer & Swinney，1981; Simpson, 1981; Tabossi, 1988). According to 
Grosjean (1988) and Marslen-Wilson (1987) findings, only half or even less of the acoustic 
information of a spoken word is needed for correct identification when word recognition takes 
place in context; while in word-isolation condition, much more information is needed, and 
sometimes a word may not be recognized even after its acoustic offset. 
The patterns of the aforementioned variables and their respective roles during the 
processing of a spoken ambiguous word found in research based on the Indo-European 
language do not necessarily work the same way for Chinese. A more comprehensive picture of 
spoken word recognition or how to proceed with a homophonic word during sentence 
comprehension will become clearer only if we can accumulate coterminous evidence across 
diverse as well as similar languages. 
This paper attempts to present further evidence for the roles of phonological, lexical and 
contextual factors as well as their interaction during continuous speech by using Chinese 
homophones as a crucial test case. Four experiments were carried out. The first two 
experiments, using two different paradigms, were used to examine the applicability of the two 
contrastive hypotheses oflexical access, and also they attempt to provide cross-language 
evidence for those important theories of natural language processing. Experiments 1 (word-
gating) and 2 (cross-modal naming) are designed to address such long-studied questions in the 
literature as: How much acoustic information is needed for the word's correct recognition? 
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Which factors determine whether a homophone will be correctly identified? What affects the 
speed with which listeners recognize the spoken word? Do different types of context affect the 
timing of word selection? And how do the various factors interact in the recognition process? 
Furthermore, as discussed above, lexical tones in Chinese can differentiate alternative 
meanings associated with the same syllable and thus reduce the potential number of 
homophones. Therefore, I created two other word-gating experiments to investigate the role of 
this unique lexical property in Chinese during language comprehension. Some interesting 
questions arise there: How does tonal information interact with sentence context to 
disambiguate homophone meanings? When does tonal information start to play a role in 
differentiating alternative meanings for the syllable? Does sentence context outweigh lexical 
tone during sentence processing to produce garden-path effects (i.e. whether the sentence 
context is strong enough to induce a wrong initial analysis to the ambiguity that leads the 
listener down the garden path to produce an incorrect interpretation)? Experiments 3 and 4 are 
designed to answer these questions. Finally, it is expected that an interactive view is a much 
more plausible explanation for the ambiguity resolution in Chinese. 
Experiment 1 
A word-gating paradigm was used in this experiment to examine the processing of 
Chinese homophones. The gating paradigm was developed by Grosjean (1980) and has been 
widely applied to the study of monolingual and bilingual spoken word recognition in the past 
decades (Cotton & Grosjean, 1984; Grosjean, 1980; Grosjean, 1988; Tyler & Wessels，1985). 
Gating is particularly useful in assessing the amount of phonetic-acoustic information needed 
for the correct identification of a word. There is also evidence that results from gating correlate 
highly with results obtained with other on-line tasks such as word monitoring, naming or 
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shadowing, and cross-modal priming (Grosjean, Dommergues, Comu, Guillelmon, & Besson, 
1994; Li, 1996b; Marslen-Wilson, 1987, 1990). 
In the gating task, listeners are presented with fragments of a word, one at a time in 
increasing duration, until the whole word has been presented. In this experiment, the first 
fragment or gate starts from the beginning of the word and has a duration of about 40ms，and 
each successive gate increases by about 40ms; this process continues until the last gate, when 
the whole word is presented. At each presentation, listeners are required to identify the spoken 
word being presented on the basis of the information provided up to that point. 
Method 
Participants. Eighteen native Cantonese speakers (6 male and 12 female, mean age = 
19.7) who reported no speech or hearing deficits participated in this experiment. All 
participants were students at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. They took part in the 
experiment as a laboratory requirement for credit in an introductory psychology course. 
Materials and design. Thirty spoken homophones (see Appendix I) were selected, each 
with at least two different meanings in the same tone (syllables with different tones are not 
considered homophones in Experiment 1 and 2). Each homophone was embedded in three 
different sentences with prior context either biased to the dominant or the subordinate meaning 
or both (see Appendix III). A separate group of 20 native Cantonese speakers was asked to 
judge the degree of constraint of the prior context on the target homophone. They were given 
the 60 test sentences with the prior biasing context (excluding the 30 ambiguous test sentences) 
but without the homophone, and were asked to fill in the word. They were told to think ofa 
Chinese word that would naturally complete the sentence. Their responses were scored on a 1-4 
scale, based on the scale proposed by Marslen-Wilson and Welsh (1978): 1 was given for a 
word identical to the test word, 2 for a synonym, 3 for a related word, and 4 for an unrelated 
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word. Responses were pooled across the 20judges, and the mean rating was 1.6. This score was 
above the high constraint condition in Marslen-Wilson and Welsh (1978). An effort was also 
made to have prior sentence context of equal length, and the average length ofthe test 
sentences, counting the target homophone, was 14 words (ranging from 12 to 17 words). More 
importantly, I have tried to eliminate the intra-sentential priming from any individual words 
within the current sentence when constructing the sentence context as much as possible, e.g. 
prevent using any disyllabic compound words or multisyllabic compound words in the 
materials. 
Two independent variables were manipulated in this experiment, both of them are 
within-subject variables. 
1. Context type: The preceding semantic context was (a) biased to the dominant 
meaning (more frequent) of a homophone, or (b) biased to the subordinate meaning (less 
frequent) of the homophone, or (c) ambiguous, which refers to the context being either biased 
to both meanings of the given homophone or not. The frequency count of different meanings to 
the homophone is based on Ho and Jiang (1994). 
2. Homophone density (high vs. low density): A given homophone had either many 
potential competitors (four or more) or few (two to three). 
There is also another variable that is nested within the Context type variable, the 
Dominance ofthe target homophone, i.e. whether the target meaning is the dominant (more 
frequent) or the subordinate (less frequent) meaning of the homophone. 
An example of the homophone coengl (window/gun) and the three corresponding test 
sentences are given below. 
(a) Gaan uk gam guk neifaai di zau heoi hoi sai di coengl, 
間屋附侷你快的走去開晒的窗。 
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This room is so stuffy that you should rush to open all the windows. 
(b) Gwan fo zyun gaa waa le di cyun bou dou hai zau coengl. 
軍火專家話呢的全部都係眞搶。 
Military experts said that all of these are real guns. 
(c) Ngo jiu nei dei ji gaa zik hak zau heoi hoi coengl. 
我要你地宜家即刻走去開窗/槍。 
I order you all to go to fire/open your guns/windows. 
The complete crossing of the two variables yielded a total of 6 different experimental 
conditions and also a total of 90 different test sentences. 
Experimental Apparatus. The test sentences were read by a female native Cantonese 
speaker at a normal conversation rate, and were tape-recorded and then digitized into a 
PowerMac computer. A sampling rate of 22kHZ with a 16-bit sound format was used for 
digitizing. The onset of the Chinese homophone was located as accurately as possible by 
inspecting speech waveforms and using auditory feedback. Each sentence was gated according 
to Grosjean (1980; 1988) and Li (1996b). The first gate contained all the words up to, but not 
including, the target homophone. The second gate consisted of the first gate plus the first 40 ms 
of the Chinese homophone. The third gate consisted of the second gate plus an additional 40 
ms, and so on, until the last gate reached the end of the word. 
Procedure. Before the experiment began, the experimenter explained the task in 
Cantonese to the listener. Listeners were told that they would be hearing Cantonese sentences, 
each cut into small pieces that gradually increased in length. Their task was to identify, for each 
piece of the sentence, the word that would occur right after the end ofthe first presentation (i.e., 
which began after the end of the first gate). They were also told that the word would be a 
Chinese character. They need to write down on the answer sheet the word that they believed 
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they were hearing and their current confidence level in selecting that word, which they were 
asked to rate on a 1-7 point scale (1 is least certain and 7 is most certain). They were requested 
to make a response at each time. 
The 18 participants were randomly assigned to three groups of six. Each group 
randomly received an equal number of sentences for each experimental conditions in the 3 
(Context) X 2 (Homophone density) design. Each listeners received about 270-280 gates in the 
experiment (i.e., an average of 9.1 gates for each of the 30 sentences) and they heard successive 
gates of different sizes for each word. The order of presentation for the sentences was 
pseudorandomly arranged such that no one heard the same homophone twice across the six 
conditions. 
All participants did the experiment individually. A computer program called PsyScope 
(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) controlled the presentation of the sentence 
materials. Listeners heard each sentence via two amplified speakers connected to a PowerMac 
computer. They pressed the computer spacebar to hear the next successive gate. The time 
interval between any two gates was controlled by the listener because different listeners may 
require different amounts of time to write down the answer (Li, 1996b). This procedure was 
different from that of Grosjean (1988) where a fixed inter-stimulus-interval (8 sec) was used. 
Before the test began, listeners were given a practice session in which they heard a set of 
separate but similar sentences. The whole experiment lasted for one hour. 
Data analysis. Two dependent variables were measured in this experiment. The first 
was the amount of acoustic information that listeners needed to arrive at the isolation point: the 
point at which listeners correctly identify the homophones that fit the context. In the case of 
ambiguous context, either meaning of the homophone was regarded as correct, and do not 
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subsequently change their minds (Grosjean, 1980). This point can be expressed as the percent 
through the word (i.e., the isolation time divided by the length of the word). 
The second dependent variable was the number and type of erroneous word candidates 
that listeners proposed before the isolation point. These errors can provide us with important 
information about the word-isolation process, because they allow us to track the paths followed 
by individual listeners in the process of narrowing down various candidates to arrive at a single 
word. 
Results and Discussion. 
Word-isolation data. The word-isolation results can be roughly divided into three 
categories depending on where the isolation point occurred: (a) before the acoustic offset of the 
target word, (b) after the acoustic offset of the word but before the end of the sentence, and (c) 
never within the sentence frame. The results indicate 79% of target words belonged to the first 
category, 6% to the second category, and 15% to the third category. Examining further the 
effects of different variables on the word-isolation process, percentages of the acoustic 
information needed for the correct identification for each word in the first category were 
calculated. For the words in the second and the third categories, the isolation time was replaced 
by the total time length of the word, following Grosjean (1980). Table 1 presents the average 
percentage (%) of a word required to a correct identification as a function of context and 
homophone density. 
Insert Table 1 about here 
A 3 (Context) x 2 (Homophone Density) repeated measure analysis ofvariance 
(ANOVA) was conducted on the word-isolation data. ANOVA revealed that there were 
significant main effects of Context, F (2,34) = 51.28, p < .001; and Homophone Density, F 
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(1,17) = 13.15, p < .005. The interaction between Context and Homophone Density also 
reached a statistically significant level, F (2,34) = 14.29, p < .001. 
First of all, the main effect of context type indicated that provided a priming context, 
listeners can identify the homophone meaning based on less acoustic-phonetic information. On 
the average, only 25% of the word was needed for the recognition if the homophone occurred in 
a highly constrained context, compared with 55% if there was not a constrained context. The 
results are consistent with many other studies in spoken word recognition (Grosjean, 1980; Li, 
1996b; Li & Yip, 1996b; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Simpson, 1981; Tabossi, 1988). Forthe 
present set of data, the average isolation times were 100.6ms and 188ms for words following a 
biased sentence context and an ambiguous sentence context, respectively. These results match 
well with those estimates from Grosjean (1988) and Marslen-Wilson (1987). Therefore, the 
results confirm the prediction that the context effect occurs immediately, shortly after the 
acoustic onset of the ambiguous word. 
Second, the density effect proposed that the number of competitors within an identical 
syllable would influence the processing time to select the correct homophone. Results show 
that the larger the neighborhood density of a given homophone, the more acoustic information 
listeners needed to recognize the correct homophone. Collapsed over levels of sentence 
context, the mean isolation time for the high density item was 133ms and that for the low 
density item was 127ms. The difference was particularly prominent in the ambiguous context 
condition, approximately 24ms. The results, thus, suggest that homophone density can affect 
the narrowing down process of the access to lexical meanings. 
Furthermore, the post hoc comparisons (Tukey HSD test) showed that the overall 
significant density effect mainly came from the interaction between ambiguous context and 
homophone density, p <.05. That is，when following an ambiguous context, the more the 
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homophone density, the more time needed to identify the correct lexical meaning. More 
information is needed to resolve the ambiguity since not much top-down information can help 
early on. Thus, listeners depend mainly on the bottom-up acoustic information. Nevertheless, 
the more words shared with the same sound pattem, the slower to select the right target. 
Third, differences between the two biased context types imply that the frequency of 
individual homophone meanings would also affect the narrowing down process. The mean 
isolation point was 23.7%, when the context was biased to the dominant homophone meaning 
and 27.2%, when the context was biased to the subordinate homophone meaning. Although the 
difference (3.5%) was too small to produce a significant result after conducting a post hoc test, 
it still pinpoints the important role of the frequency of the individual homophone meaning 
played during the disambiguation process (Simpson & Krueger, 1991). 
Obviously, the word-isolation data support the significant disambiguating function of 
the variables under study, and the results are generally consistent with the predictions about 
their role. 
Word-candidate data. The gating paradigm not only allows one to determine how much 
acoustic-phonetic information listeners need to correctly identify a word, but also provides 
insight into the underlying processes leading to the final identification of the word. During the 
experiment, listeners need to propose a candidate for the target word at successive points when 
increasing portions of the acoustic signal become available. Analysis of the various erroneous 
word candidates provides a window for tracking the paths followed by listeners under different 
conditions. In this experiment, 836 different Chinese characters (including the correct target 
words) were proposed by the 18 participants. 
Figure 1 presents the profile of the lexical candidates proposed by the listeners to the 
low homophone density item maa5 (horse/yard) in each context types. On the horizontal axis is 
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the duration of gates (in 80ms increments, i.e., two gate), and on the vertical axis are the 
proposed word candidates. The dashed line marks the offset of the word, and the asterisks 
indicate the number of participants who have proposed the candidates. The graph is split into 
three parts according to different context type: the upper portion represents responses in 
dominant case, the middle one represents responses in subordinate and the bottom portion 
represents responses in ambiguous case. The mean gate/percentage which required for the 
correct word identification in this example to the three corresponding context types was 2 
gates/22% (dominant), 2.2 gates/22% (subordinate) and 5.33/67% gates (ambiguous) out of 9 
gates, 10 gates and 8 gates respectively. 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
Consistent with earlier analysis to the role of context type, in the first and the second 
situations, suppose providing a biased context beforehand, all the proposed words, mai5 
(metre), patl (piece) were suitable to the current meaning of the sentence context. These results 
indicate that biased context can guide which words the majority of listeners propose only 
within the category of the semantically relevant word candidates that fit for the current context 
at a relatively early stage, about one-third of the acoustic information to the homophone. In 
contrast, following an ambiguous sentence context, the number of the erroneous word 
candidates proposed clearly increased. For example, mai5 (metre), mat6 (sock), mun4 (door), 
man6 (prose), mau5 (acre), maan6 (ten-thousand), mak6 (wheat), mak6 (ink). A few ofthese 
erroneous words are semantically appropriate to the context, but consistently all ofthem were 
sharing the initial part of the phonological composition /m/ of the target homophone, maa5. 
After the passage of 5 gates (after the mid-point of the homophone), listeners began to identify 
the word, or at least to produce such semantically appropriate words in the current sentence 
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context as mai5 (meter). The general picture matches well with the cohort model ofword 
recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1987): the initial acoustic signal activates a cohort ofwords with 
the same initial phonemes (the first segment of monosyllables from each of the Chinese word 
in this case); as the acoustic signal unfolds, alternative candidates are dropped from the cohort 
and a single target word is selectively identified. 
Convergent with the first example, Figure 2 presents the same profile of lexical 
candidates proposed to a high density word jyun4 (circle/ape). In this example, the mean 
gate/percentage which was required for word identification was 2 gates/28.6% (dominant), 2.5 
gates/35.7% (subordinate) and 6.3 gates/90% (ambiguous) out of7 gates. 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
Again, following a biased sentence context, the only erroneous word candidate was 
jyun4# (origin). This candidate is homophonic to the target word. Therefore, it clearly shows 
the context effects constrain the lexical access at an early stage. In contrast, the word candidates 
proposed in the ambiguous context condition were many, such as jyun4# (finish), jyun4# 
(lead), jyun4# (ball), jyu4 (fish), jyu6 (rain), jyut6 (cave), jyut6 (moon), jyun6 (province), 
joeng6 (appearance) and zoeng2 (prize). These range from homophonic words (#), to 
phonologically and semantically related words, to phonologically similar words to some 
unrelated and irrelevant words. This pattem clearly reflects the influence posed by different 
types of context, which is in line with Tabossi's work (1988). 
Consistent with both figures 1 and 2, if following ambiguous sentence context, nearly 
all the erroneous lexical candidates proposed by the listeners shared the initial phonological 
component with the target homophone (e.g., /m/ and /j/ to maa5 andjyun4) due to insufficient 
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top-down contextual effect. Hence, the processing system could merely search through all the 
phonological relevant items. 
Finally, comparing the above two homophone examples (maa5 and jyun4), we can see 
the density differences between them. High density items obviously produced more potential 
erroneous candidates than did the low density items. This situation is much more clear in the 
ambiguous sentence context condition. 
To summarize, the gating experiment provided further evidence to, first, the immediacy 
of context effect occurring during sentence comprehension. Second, the results implied the 
density of neighborhood competitors to a homophone clearly affects the isolation time for the 
homophone. Moreover, dominance ofhomophone meaning could also influence the selection 
process with reference to the present set of data. Finally, the word-isolation results match well 
with many other established studies in spoken word recognition (Grosjean, 1980, 1988; Li, 
1996b; Marslen-Wilson, 1987，1990). 
Experiment 2 
In this experiment, a standard cross-modal priming technique (e.g., Li, 1996b; Li & 
Yip, 1996a; Seidenberg et al., 1982) was used to examine further the time-course of different 
variables in homophone processing. 
Although the gating paradigm has been used successfully in many studies, researchers 
have debated whether the results obtained in gating reflect on-line processes or reflect only 
off-line processes (Cotton & Grosjean, 1984; Grosjean et al., 1994; Tyler & Wessels, 1985). 
Therefore, in order to derive additional evidence for or against the results in Experiment 1, the 
cross-modal task was used to follow up testing of the role of different variables in the 
homophone process. In this task, listeners hear an auditorially presented sentence followed by a 
visual probe at a given SOA, and are required to name the visual probe or make a lexical 
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decision as soon as possible. Naming instead of lexical decision was used here, because (a) 
naming, in contrast to lexical decision, involves no listener's metalinguistic knowledge, and (b) 
naming has been widely accepted to be less sensitive to post-access processes than the lexical 
decision task (Seidenberg et al., 1984). In sum, this technique is generally considered to reflect 
a true on-line processing in linguistic studies (Swinney, 1979); and allows us to examine the 
access of different auditory candidates compatible with the speech signal, without explicitly 
manipulating the signal as in gating. 
Method 
Participants. One hundred and forty-four native Cantonese speakers (22 male and 122 
female, mean age =19.4) who reported no speech or hearing deficits participated in this 
experiment. All participants were students at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. They took 
part in the experiment as a laboratory requirement for credit in an introductory psychology 
course. None had taken part in Experiment 1. 
Materials. The materials used in this experiment were identical to those in Experiment 
1 • However, a new set of visual probes was added in this experiment (see description below). 
Five independent variables were manipulated in this experiment: 
1. Context type. The preceding semantic context was (a) biased to the dominant 
meaning of a homophone, or (b) biased to the subordinate meaning of the homophone, or (c) 
ambiguous, which means that the context was biased to both meanings of the given 
homophone. 
2. Dominance. The prior context was biased either to the dominant meaning (more 
frequent) or the subordinate meaning (less frequent) of a given homophone. The frequency 
counts were based on Ho and Jiang (1994). 
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3. Homophone Density. A given homophone had either many potential competitors 
(four or more) or few (two to three). 
4. Relatedness. The visual probes were either semantically related to the spoken 
homophone or not. 
5. SOA (stimulus-onset-asynchrony). The visual probe occurred at a given SOA 
relative to the spoken homophone, either at the isolation point or the acoustic offset of the 
homophone, or 300ms after the acoustic offset. The isolation point for each homophone was 
derived from the gating results from Experiment 1. 
Only the first variable is a between-subject item, all the other variables are within-
subject. Here, the same homophone example coengl (window/gun) and the three 
corresponding test sentences are given below. 
(a) Sentence context biased to the dominant meaning 
Gaan uk gam guk neifaai di zau heoi hoi sai di coengl, 
間屋_侷你快的走去開晒的窗。 
This room is so stuffy that you should rush to open all the windows. 
Probes: related - men 門"door" (dominant) dan 彈"bullet" (subordinate) 
unrelated - yi ^ "cloth" (dominant) 力集"se t " (subordinate) 
(¾) Sentence context biased to the subordinate meaning 
Gwan fo zyun gaa waa le di cyun bou dou hai zau coengl. 
軍火專家話昵的全部都係眞搶。 
Military experts said that all of these are real guns. 
Probes: related - men 門"door" (dominant) dan 彈"bullet" (subordinate) 
unrelated-_y/ 衣"cloth" (dominant) ji 集"set" (subordinate) 
(c) Ambiguous sentence context 
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Ngo jiu nei dei ji gaa zik hak zau heoi hoi coengl. 
我要你地宜家即刻走去開窗/槍。 
I order you all to go to fire/open your guns/windows. 
Probes: related - men 門"door" (dominant) dan 彈"bullet" (subordinate) 
unrelated - yi 衣"cloth" (dominant) ji 集"set" (subordinate) 
All the visual probes were based on a semantic relatedness judgment task with another 
separate group of 20 native Cantonese speakers. They were asked to think of three Chinese 
single characters that have the same or closely related meaning to each homophone, and their 
most frequent response was selected as the related visual probe for the homophone and the 
unrelated visual probes were randomly selected from the same source. 
Design. All the participants were divided into three groups of 48 according to different 
context types. Within each context condition, the 48 participants were again randomly assigned 
to twelve groups of 4. Each group randomly received an equal number of sentences for each 
context condition in the 2 (Dominance) x 2 (Homophone Density) x 2 (Relatedness) x 3 (SOA) 
mixed design. This total yielded a total of 24 different experimental conditions. The order of 
presentation for the sentences was pseudorandomly arranged such that the visual probes did not 
consecutively bias spoken homophones. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across 
all participants. No participant heard the same Chinese homophone twice. 
Experimental Apparatus. The test sentences were read by a female native Cantonese 
speaker at a normal conversation rate, and were tape-recorded and then digitized into a 
PowerMac computer. A sampling rate of 22kHZ with a 16-bit sound format was used for 
digitizing, as in Experiment 1. The presentation of auditory and visual stimuli was controlled 
by the PsyScope program (Cohen et al., 1993). Participants' naming latencies were recorded 
and calculated (counting from the onset of visual probe) by the CMU button-box (Cohen et al., 
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1993). A unidirectional microphone to register listeners' vocal response was connected to the 
button-box through the box's voice-activated relay. Listeners' response accuracy was recorded 
over a remote-controlled SONY tape-recorder by the experimenter in another room. 
Procedure. The experimenter explained the task in Cantonese to the listener, as in 
Experiment 1. Listeners were told that they would be hearing Cantonese sentences on a pair of 
headphone, immediately followed by seeing a single Chinese character (visual probe) on the 
computer screen. Their task was to, as accurately and quickly as possible, name the visual 
probe aloud into the microphone. Listeners were given a maximum of two seconds to respond, 
counting from the onset of visual probe. This length of time was sufficient for most participants 
to give their responses while at the same time putting them under time pressure. All participants 
did the experiment individually. Before the actual test began, they were given a practice session 
in which they heard a set of separate but similar sentences. The whole experiment took about 
twenty minutes. 
Data Analysis. Two dependent variables were measured in this experiment. The first 
one was listeners' response latencies to each visual probe. The latency was counted from the 
onset of the visual probe to the participants' vocal response. The second dependent variable was 
the error rate in each experimental conditions. 
Results and Discussion. 
Mean response latencies as a function of context, SOA，dominance and relatedness to 
each homophone density items are presented in Tables 2 and 3. True errors (listeners named the 
visual probes by saying a word that is totally different from the target word) were very rare 
(approximately 0.04 across all conditions), so the error proportions were not analyzed in the 
present study. 
Insert Tables 2 and 3 about here 
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Ambiguous sentence context. 
The effects ofbiased context must be assessed with reference to the time course of 
accessing different homophone meanings when no such context is present. I therefore start by 
analyzing the ambiguous context before considering the biased sentence context. 
A 3 (SOA) X 2 (dominance) x 2 (relatedness) x 2 (homophone density) repeated 
measure ANOVA was conducted on the response latencies to the visual probes. In the 
ambiguous sentence context, the frequency of the individual meanings ofthe homophone 
greatly influenced the response time, F (1,47) = 23.34, p < .000. Collapsed over levels of other 
variables, the mean response time to access the dominant homophone meaning was 697ms and 
that to the subordinate homophone meaning was 722ms. This result indicates that the most 
frequent meaning of a given homophone will be activated first if no biased contextual 
information is provided beforehand. 
There is also a main effect of SOA, F (2,94) = 52.26, p < .000. Collapsed across other 
variables, the mean response time to each SOA condition was 738ms (word isolation point), 
725ms (word offset) and 666ms (300ms after the occurrence of the ambiguity); the fastest 
response latencies usually occurred at the 300ms SOA. The SOA effect in the ambiguous 
context shows that the access to a correct lexical meaning would appear at a relatively late 
period of time (300ms following the ambiguity) when sentence does not provide a biasing 
context. This result is consistent with Simpson and Kmeger's finding (1991). 
Biased to the dominant sentence context. 
Again, a 3 (SOA) x 2 (dominance) x 2 (relatedness) x 2 (homophone density) repeated 
measure ANOVA was conducted on the data of the biased to dominant homophone meaning 
context type. Consistent with the data from the ambiguous sentence conditions, there were 
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main effects of SOA and dominance. The explanations were similar to those for the ambiguous 
sentence context, except with the SOA effect. In this condition, the SOA effect was due to the 
difference between the isolation point level and the word offset level, p < .05, and there was no 
difference between the word offset level and the 300ms SOA level, p >.01, by a post hoc 
comparison (Tukey HSD). This result indicates that the access the correct homophone meaning 
will occur at or shortly after the word offset if there is a top-down contextual information. 
However, the isolation point (about 30% of the spoken word on the average) seems to be 
insufficient to trigger a correct identification of the appropriate lexical meaning. 
Biased to the subordinate sentence context. 
Consistent with the earlier analyses, the main effects of SOA and dominance were also 
significant in this context type. However, when the data from both biased context conditions 
were compared, the priming effects for the biased sentences to the dominant homophone 
meaning were stronger than to the subordinate meaning, F (1,94) = 3.9，p = .051. This result 
shows that the dominant meaning may be always accesses faster than the second meaning to the 
homophone. 
In addition, a 3 (SOA) x 2 (dominance) x 2 (relatedness) x 2 (homophone density) x 2 
(types ofbiased sentence) repeated measure ANOVA further revealed that there was an 
interaction for the type ofbiased sentence by SOA by dominance, F (2,188) = 8.11, p <.000. 
These results show that when the sentence context is biased to the dominant homophone 
meaning, the processing time will be significantly shorter than that to the subordinate 
homophone meaning under different SOA levels. At the word offset and the 300ms SOA 
conditions, the dominant meaning was accessed significantly faster than the subordinate 
meaning, but this was not true at the isolation point level. 
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Finally, a separate analysis to compare the processing times in biased and ambiguous 
sentence contexts was conducted, collapsing the two biased sentence types. Results revealed a 
clear context effect, F (1,94) = 4.09, p <.05. The average response latency in biased sentence 
contexts was 670ms and that in the ambiguous sentence context was 709ms. This indicates that 
the disambiguation ofhomophone meaning occurs much earlier in the biased context than it 
occurs in the ambiguous context. 
In short, the data indicated an early contextual effect and its mutual influence with word 
frequency during sentence processing, providing further evidence to the context-dependency 
hypothesis. These results are generally consistent cross-linguistically (Marslen-Wilson, 1987; 
Simpson & Kmeger, 1991; and Tabossi, 1988a). 
To summarize, both experiment 1 and 2 provide congruent evidence of the early context 
effect in homophone processing. In addition, there are strong dominant effects in affecting both 
the information and processing time needed to disambiguate the homophone meaning, 
particularly in the ambiguous sentence context. From the second experiment, context interacts 
with the dominance during lexical access as well. In conclusion, results from the above two 
experiments provide cross-language evidence that generally supports the context-dependency 
hypothesis. 
Two other gating experiments were conducted to further examine not only the context 
effects but also the role of lexical tone in the disambiguating process. Unlike the above two 
experiments, in experiments 3 and 4, homophone is defined irrespective of which tone the 
syllable carries, in order for me to examine how tonal information can help to narrow the range 
of semantic candidacy and how it interacts with sentence context. 
Experiment 3 
Method 
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Participants. Thirty-six native Cantonese Chinese speakers (17 male and 19 female, 
mean age = 19.92) who reported no speech or hearing deficits participated in this experiment. 
All participants were students at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. They took part in the 
experiment as a laboratory requirement for credit in an introductory psychology course. None 
had taken part in Experiments 1 or 2. 
Materials and design. Sixty spoken homophones (see Appendix II) were selected. Each 
homophone was embedded in three different sentence contexts (see Appendix IV): biasing 
toward a given meaning of the homophone, ambiguous between two meanings, or no context. 
Eighteen other speakers were asked tojudge the degree of constraint of the prior context on the 
target homophone, as in Experiment 1. Responses were pooled across the 18judges, and the 
mean rating was 1.5. This score was again above the high constraint condition ofMarslen-
Wilson and Welsh (1978). The average length of the test sentences in this experiment, 
including the homophone, was 15 words (ranging from 12 to 18 words). 
Two independent variables were manipulated in this experiment: 
1. Context type: The preceding semantic context was (a) biased to one of the 
homophone meanings ,(b) ambiguous, to the homophone meanings or (c) no context. 
2. Homophone density: half of the homophones were associated with more tones (five 
to six) - high density, and half with fewer tones (one to two) - low density. The number of tones 
associated with each homophone was determined on the basis of the LSHK Cantonese 
romanization scheme (i.e., the Jyutping, Linguistic Society ofHong Kong, 1995). 
The complete crossing of the two variables yielded a total of 6 different experimental 
conditions and the structure of the test sentences was identical to the above gating experiment 
(refer to the examples in experiment 1). 
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Experimental Apparatus. The apparatus and computer programs used here were 
identical to Experiment 1. The method of gating and presentation were also the same as in 
Experiment 1，except in the no-context case, for which the first gate started from the onset of 
the homophone. 
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1. The 36 participants were 
randomly assigned to three groups. Each group received an equal number of sentences in the 3 
(context type) x 2 (homophone density) design. Each listener received about a total of300 gates 
in this experiment (i.e., with an average of 7.7 gates for each of the 40 sentences). The design 
yielded a total of 60 test sentences used in the sentence context conditions. The order of 
presentation for the sentences was pseudorandomly arranged such that no participant heard the 
same word twice across the six conditions. Before the actual test began, listeners were given a 
practice session, in which they heard a set of separate but similar examples. The whole 
experiment lasted for an hour. 
Data analysis. Two dependent variables were measured in this experiment. The first 
was the amount of acoustic information that listeners needed to correctly identify the 
homophone meaning that fit the current context homophone and not subsequently to change 
their minds following Grosjean (1980); in the case of ambiguous context, either meaning of the 
homophone was regarded as correct; in the case of no context, any meaning of the homophone 
was regarded as correct. This correct identification was expressed as percent of word needed, 
that is, the amount of acoustic signal of the homophone that listeners needed divided by the 
total length of the homophone. 
The second dependent variable was the number and type of erroneous word candidates 
that listeners proposed before the isolation point. 
Results and Discussion 
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Word-isolation data. The word-isolation results can be roughly divided into three 
categories depending on where the isolation point occurred: (a) before the acoustic offset ofthe 
target word, (b) after the acoustic offset of the word but before the end of the sentence, and (c) 
never within the sentence frame. The results indicate that 82.3% of target words belonged to the 
first category, 4.3% to the second category, and 13.4% to the third category. All the target 
words in the second and third categories were mainly from the no-context and ambiguous 
context cases. As in Experiment 1，I calculated the acoustic information of percentage through 
the word needed for identification across the participants. Table 4 presents the average 
percentage (%) of a word required for a correct identification as a function of context type and 
homophone density. 
Insert Table 4 about here 
These results were similar to those obtained in Experiment 1 (cf. Table 1). The four data 
points in the two experiments were consistent in the amount of information needed. Examining 
further the congmency of context effects and the homophone density across the experiments, a 
Pearson product-moment correlation analysis was run on the two sets of data from the two 
experiments, treating the four cells in each experiment (biased vs. ambiguous context by high 
vs. low density) as the two test groups. The result indicated a high positive correlation 
coefficient of.95. 
A 3 (context type) x 2 (homophone density) repeated measure ANOVA was conducted 
on the word-isolation data. The results revealed that there were significant main effects of 
context type, F(2,34) = 469.53, p < .000, and homophone density，F(l,17) = 9.24, p <.01; as 
well as their interaction, F(2，34) = n.s., p >.05. 
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In addition to the consistency of the immediate context effect with the above 
experiments, we can observe the effect of different types of context on spoken word 
recognition. In this experiment, the overall mean number of gates for the correct word 
recognition in each case (biased vs. ambiguous vs. no context) was 2.3, 4.6, and 6.4 gates 
respectively. Collapsed over levels ofhomophone density, listeners needed on the average only 
30% of the word for the homophone that occurred in biased sentence context, and 54% of the 
word for the homophone that occurred in ambiguous sentence context, and 78% ofthe word for 
the homophone that occurred in the no-context case. These results suggest that spoken word 
recognition is apparently much easier when provided with a preceding sentence context 
(whichever the type of context) than merely with a single word, which is similar to several 
previous findings across languages (Grosjean, 1980; Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Tabossi, 1988a). 
Actually, the density effect went counter to normal expectation: if a given syllable is 
associated with more lexical tones, it is much easier for the listeners to identify the homophone 
meaning. Collapsed over levels of context type, high density items required 53% of the 
homophone for successful identification, while low density items required 55%. It is difficult 
to interpret the density effect squeezed from such slight differences (2%). Therefore, in order to 
investigate more deeply, a post hoc comparison (Tukey HSD test) was conducted, and showed 
that the density effect was mainly from the biased sentence condition (p < .05). No density 
differences were found in the ambiguous or no context cases. 
How can one account for the reversed direction ofhomophone density here: If one 
follows the biased sentence context, the more the lexical tones, the lesser the information 
required for word identification. 
Word-candidate data. Consistent with Experiment 1, the same pattem of erroneous 
lexical candidates were found in both context types in this experiment. Therefore, I will not 
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report the highly similar data here. I used the following figure to present the general profile of 
lexical candidates proposed by listeners for the high,近(silk) and low, caang4 (orange), 
density homophones that occurred in the no context case. In this condition, 452 different 
Chinese characters (including the correct target words) were proposed by the 12 participants. 
The configuration of this figure is identical to other word-candidate figures. Here, the graph is 
split into two parts: the top portion represents the high density item and the bottom portion 
represents the low density item. 
Insert Figure 3 about here 
From the above figure, we can observe the diversity of lexical items listeners would 
proposed for each density case when no contextual information was given. They nearly all 
shared some phonological features of the target homophone (e.g., /s/, /i/ to the target,组，and 
/c/, !didJ to the target, caang4V Owing to the absence of any top-down information during lexical 
access, the processing system can only search items with as many acoustic feature similar to the 
target as possible. In this experiment, about 27% of words could not be recognized even after 
the word offset in the no context condition. 
Comparing the two examples, we can observe the differences between proposing 
homophonic words in each example. Many more homophone meanings were proposed for the 
high density items than the low density items. This effect reflects the fact that more semantic 
competitors are associated with the high density items than the low density items, so more 
information is needed to identify them. This pattern is similar to the density differences 
observed in Experiment 1. 
In sum, results from this experiment provide further evidence for the influence from 
different types of context on spoken word recognition. The results matched well with findings 
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from Marslen-Wilson (1987) and Tabossi (1988a). However, it seems that the number of tones 
only exerted a limited effect during lexical access. 
Experiment 4 
Method 
Participants. Twenty Cantonese speakers (6 male and 14 female, mean age = 19.85) 
who reported no speech or hearing deficits participated in this experiment. All participants 
were students at the Chinese University ofHong Kong. They took part in the experiment as a 
laboratory requirement for credit in an introductory psychology course. None had taken part in 
the above experiments. 
Materials and design. The materials used in this experiment were identical to those in 
Experiment 3. Two independent variables were manipulated in this experiment: 
1 • Match to context. The target word carries either (a) the correct tone that fits the 
sentence context, or (b) the incorrect tone that does not fit the context. Homophones that fit and 
those that do not fit the sentence context differ in the particular tone they carry: the former carry 
the correct tone, and the latter the incorrect tone, (i.e., putting zi6 instead of 7 ^ towards the 
sentence context, in which originally semantically biased zH, See the mismatch condition 
below). 
2. Homophone Density (high vs. low density). A given homophone had either more 
tones (five to six) or few (one to two). 
An example of the homophone zi6 (word) and the two types of test sentences are given 
below: 
Match: Nei gauging hai zoeng zisoeng min se zo di me je zi6. 
Actually, which word are you writing on the paper? 
Mismatch: Gam do zung ngaan sik lei min ngo zeoi sang ke zau hai zi6. 
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Among all the different colors, I hate word the most. 
The complete crossing of the two variables yielded a total of 4 different experimental 
conditions. This technique was first introduced to extract the locus of tonal effect as accurately 
as possible in spoken word recognition of Chinese (see Li & Yip, 1997). 
Experimental Apparatus. The apparatus and computer programs used here were 
identical to Experiment 1 • 
Procedure. The procedure was identical to Experiment 1 • The 20 participants were 
randomly assigned to three groups. Each group received an equal number of sentences in the 2 
(match to context) x 2 (homophone density) design. Each listeners received about 280-320 
gates of sentences in the experiment (i.e., with an average of 7.5 gates for each of the 40 
sentences). The design yielded a total of 120 test sentences since each of the sixty homophone 
sentences in Experiment 3 must be multiplied by two here, i.e. one for match to context and one 
for mismatch. The order of presentation for the sentences was pseudorandomly arranged such 
that no participant heard the same target word and sentence context twice across the four 
conditions. Before the actual test began, listeners were given a practice session, in which they 
heard a set of separate but similar sentences. The whole experiment took about an hour. 
Data Analysis. Two dependent variables were measured in this experiment. The first 
was the amount of acoustic information that listeners needed to arrive at the identification 
point: the point at which listeners correctly recognize the homophone and do not subsequently 
change their minds (Grosjean, 1980). This correct identification was expressed as percent of 
word needed, that is, the amount of acoustic signal of the homophone that listeners needed 
divided by the total length of the homophone. 
The second dependent variable was the number and types of erroneous word candidates 
that listeners proposed before the isolation point. 
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Results and Discussion. 
Word-isolation data. Again, the word-isolation results can be roughly divided into three 
categories depending on where the isolation point occurred: (a) before the acoustic offset ofthe 
target word, (b) after the acoustic offset of the word but before the end of the sentence, and (c) 
never within the sentence frame. The results indicate that 79.7% of target words belonged to the 
first category, 1.8% to the second category, and 18.5% to the third category. All the words in 
the second and third categories were those that did not match the sentence context (i.e., with the 
incorrect tone). Similarly, I calculated the information of percentage across the participants, as 
in above gating studies. Table 5 presents the average percentage (%) ofaword required to 
make a correct identification as a function of match to context and homophone density. 
Insert Table 5 about here 
A 2 (match to context) x 2 (homophone density) ANOVA revealed several interesting 
results. First, there was a main effect of match to context, F(l,76) = 1814.37, p < .01, 
indicating that the listeners could identify the homophone with much less of an acoustic signal 
if the homophone had the correct tone for the context than if the homophone had an incorrect 
tone. Collapsed over levels ofhomophone density, listeners needed on the average only 33% of 
the word for the homophone that matched, but 82% of the word for the homophone that did not 
match. This result showed a clear context effect at an early stage of word identification. It is 
consistent with our previous results from both cross-modal and gating studies in which 
listeners need only less than half of the acoustic information for the recognition of Chinese 
homophones (Li & Yip, 1996a; 1996b; Li, in press). 
Second, there was no main effect ofhomophone density, F(l,76) = 2.40，p > .05, 
indicating that whether a homophone was associated with many tones or with only one or two 
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tones had little effect in general on the amount of acoustic signal required for the identification 
of the homophone. The listeners needed a similar amount of acoustic information to identify 
the homophone for both kinds of items. Collapsed over levels of match to context, high density 
items required 56% of the homophone for successful identification, while low density items 
required 58%. Third, there was a significant interaction between match to context and 
homophone density, F(l,76) = 32.62, p < .01. This interaction shows that the high density 
homophones required less acoustic information than the low density items when the 
homophone matched the context, but the reverse was true when the homophone did not match 
the context. However, this interaction went in a direction somewhat different than my 
expectation. 
To understand this interaction more clearly, it is better to examine all the word 
candidates that listeners proposed during various stages of the recognition process. 
Word-candidate data. In this experiment, 1086 different Chinese characters (including 
the correct target words) were proposed by the 20 participants. In the following, I will use two 
examples, one for the low density item and one for the high density item (zi2 and kwong3.) to 
illustrate the general patterns for the word-candidates proposed to different experimental 
conditions. 
In the following figures 4 and 5, on the horizontal axis is the duration of gates (in 80ms 
increments, i.e., two gates), and on the vertical axis are the proposed word candidates. The 
dashed line marks the offset of the word, and the asterisks indicate the number of participants 
who have proposed the candidates. The graph is split into two parts: the top portion represents 
the low density item and the bottom portion represents the high density item. Figure 4 presents 
a typical profile of the lexical candidates proposed by listeners for the high and low density 
homophones that matched the sentence context. • 
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Insert Figure 4 about here 
Apart from the strong context effects, it was clear from the figure that sentence context 
had a more important role than the lexical tone in disambiguating homophone meanings. We 
can see that high density items elicited more uniform responses early on (i.e., responses that 
tended to fall within the semantic range of the sentence context), whereas low density items 
elicited more diverse responses. This difference was unlikely due to the inherent properties of 
the homophone, and might simply be due to the different degrees of contextual constraint of the 
sentence. Because the successful identification was entirely contextually driven at this early 
point during lexical access, and no inherent properties of the homophone per se, for example, 
were evident tonal information might have an effect only at a relatively later point (see below). 
In Figure 5,1 presented a typical profile of the lexical candidates that listeners proposed 
for the high and the low density homophones that did not match the sentence context. In 
contrast to the results in Figure 4，listeners proposed a larger variety of candidates for the target 
homophones across various stages of the identification. More important, the high density items 
again elicited more uniform responses (but this time the responses tended to fall within the 
phonological structure of the target syllable), whereas the low density items elicited more 
diverse responses. Thus, high density homophones were associated with more lexical tones, 
and more items sharing the same syllable therefore became activated, given the inappropriate 
contextual information. Low density homophones, on the other hand, had fewer choices within 
their phonological structure, and thus the processing system was forced to search through 
phonologically irrelevant items. 
Insert Figure 5 about here 
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Most interesting is that for both the low and high density items, listeners were initially 
misled to believe that the target was a word with the same syllable but a different tone, because 
the sentence context was biased to that meaning (e.g., taking z i^ word for zi2, purple/paper; 
and kwong4, crazy for kwong3, mine/expand) • As the acoustic signal unfolded, they had to 
make a switch to the syllable with the right tone. It is interesting to see at which point they 
could make such a switch, because this point would clearly reflect the interaction between 
sentence context and tonal information and the relative role of each variable. Figure 5 shows 
that listeners did not make the switch until about the eighth to ninth gate (320 to 360 ms of the 
word) for the high density items, and about the sixth to seventh gate (240 to 280 ms of the 
word) for the low density items. This result revealed that firstly, listeners were misled by an 
inappropriate context early on, before any tonal information could be detected in the speech; 
and secondly, tonal information did not have any influence on the processing until there was 
sufficient syllabic information. In other words, lexical tone, a supra-segmental phonological 
unit, was void only when a sufficient amount of its segmental carrier, the syllable, was there; 
moreover, in most cases, the point at which listeners switched to the right tone corresponded to 
the onset of the vowel, as indicated in Figure 5; and finally the strong effect of sentence context 
could persist beyond listeners detection of the tonal information, so that some listeners 
continued to propose the candidate with an incorrect tone that fit the sentence context. 
In this experiment, the high density items were not only associated with more lexical 
tones, but also associated with more semantic competitors within the same tone. By contrast, 
the low density items were associated with fewer lexical tones and at the same time with fewer 
semantic competitors within the same tone. The consequence of this discrepancy explains why 
the high density items actually required more acoustic information for identification than the 
low density items in the mismatched sentence contexts. 
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In addition, Figure 4 shows that listeners proposed the same sound z ^ with many 
different meanings (e.g., sister, purple, paper, and son), but they proposed only two items for 
kwong3 (expand and mine), given the limited number of alternatives in the latter case. It shows 
that when the sentence context could not guide the selection of phonologically correct 
alternatives, the more alternatives there were, the less likely listeners could hit on the right 
answer. This is exactly what happened in this experiment, as shown in Figure 5. 
In sum, results from Experiment 4 indicate that again context plays a significant role in 
the processing of Chinese homophones from early on, consistent with the above experiments. 
This experiment also demonstrates an interesting interaction between sentence context and 
lexical tonal information: the role of tonal information shows up relatively late during the 
temporal course ofhomophone processing, when a sufficient amount of acoustic information 
of the syllable becomes available and this critical point is usually located at the onset of the 
vowel. Basically, this critical point can be thought of as a solid phonological cue of a spoken 
word, which is formed by the interaction of syllabic and tonal information of the word. This 
interaction is similar to the integration process proposed by Repp and Lin (1990). Lastly, tonal 
information interacts with, and is often outweighed by the sentence context, resulting in 
contextually driven interpretation of the homophone (e.g., mis-guiding listeners to a garden-
path of word recognition, as seen in Figure 5). 
In line with Experiment 3, it is argued that variables under study certainly have their 
own importance in the disambiguation process. We can also observe the relative role played by 
the two major pieces of information (context and lexical tone), but sentence context should be 
much more superior than the tonal information. 
�� 
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General Discussion 
The present study is an attempt to tackle one of the fundamental problems oflanguage 
processing, lexical ambiguity. Much of our knowledge about this problem has come from the 
two competing hypotheses oflexical access. These hypotheses have been proposed according 
to the experimental findings from the Indo-European languages. Researchers have generally 
assumed that their data can be generalized to support a general theory oflanguage processing. 
Although there may be good reasons to assume so, there are certainly other reasons to examine 
the same matter beyond the Indo-European language family as some special lexical features 
may simply not exist in these languages. With a view to investigating further this long-debated 
question across languages, I used spoken homophones in Chinese as a crucial test case. Since 
Chinese represents a significantly different language from Indo-European languages, its lexical 
properties make the language ideal for testing this issue. 
In this study, four experiments with different paradigms and designs were carried out. 
The gating experiments measured the amount of acoustic information required for the correct 
identification of the homophone meaning. The cross-modal experiment measured the amount 
of processing time listeners needed to pronounce a target word. 
Consistent results across all four experiments attest to the fact that sentence contexts aid 
the processing of Chinese homophones from early on, shortly after the acoustic onset of the 
word and within the acoustic boundary of the spoken word. When the homophone matches 
with the sentence context, Chinese speakers can identify the appropriate meaning with less than 
half of the acoustic-phonetic information of the homophone. These results are consistent with 
other recent studies in Chinese processing (Li & Yip，1996a; 1996b; Yip & Li, 1997). 
Experiments 3 and 4 also indicate that the role oflexical tonal information occurs relatively 
late, usually at the onset of the vowel in a syllable, and that tonal information interacts with 
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sentence context, resulting in a purely contextually driven interpretation ofthe lexical item. 
One more implication from the results ofExperiments 3 and 4 is that the importance ofthe role 
of initial consonant of a syllable will be relatively less if the sentence context provides a 
sufficient prime to one of the homophone meanings beforehand. 
My goal in this line of research has been to understand the role of context effects and 
tonal information along with the effects ofhomophone density and frequency of individual 
meanings, in the processing of spoken homophones in Chinese. Results from this study add 
new information to the operation of context effects in a Sino-Tibetan language, and on the 
interaction between context and tonal information in homophone processing in Chinese. 
Furthermore, the results reported here are matched well with the results obtained from a 
Chinese-English code-switched situation (Li & Yip, 1997). In this code-switch study, they also 
found a rapid context effect occurred during the recognition process of a cross-language 
homophone in Chinese. 
This study provides further evidence to support the context-dependency hypothesis 
which argued that meanings of an ambiguous word may be selectively accessed from early on 
according to prior sentence context (Simpson, 1981; Simpson & Kmeger, 1991; Tabossi, 
1988). In contrast, the present data indicate that it is unlikely that Chinese speakers would 
exhaustively access all meanings of a homophone without using contextual information 
initially to constrain the access. Chinese speakers, faced with the extensive ambiguity created 
by massive homophones in the language, seem to have at their disposal an interactive 
processing system that can rapidly disambiguate alternative homophone meanings during 
sentence comprehension. Such a processing system must be contextually driven to be able to 
operate efficiently. 
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There has been evidence in spoken word recognition that English speakers can identify 
a one-to-three syllable word in sentence context with about 200 ms, usually halfor less ofthe 
acoustic signal ofthe word (Grosjean, 1980; Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Results from this study 
also match well with these estimates: In Experiments 1，3, and 4, listeners identified the correct 
meaning with only about 30% of the homophone in the biasing context. According to 
Marslen-Wilson (1987)，in English there would be an average of 40 words still compatible with 
the available stimulus at 200 ms, when only the initial two phonemes are heard. Thus, it is hard 
to imagine how the listener could recognize a word within about 200 ms if they do not rely on 
contextual information from early on. In Moss and Marslen-Wilson's study (1993), they 
argued that the offset of an ambiguous word may not be a critical point for tapping into the 
locus of context effect because many words in context could be recognized before the word 
offset. Therefore, with respect to my present set of data, only an interactive account in which 
context influences early stages of lexical access can accommodate these results. 
In addition, tonal information in Chinese differentiates alternative meanings associated 
with the same syllable and thus reduces the potential number ofhomophones, although it does 
not eliminate homophony. Actually, the results imply that lexical tone associated with a given 
syllable can help the listener to disambiguate homophone meanings only when sufficient 
amount of the acoustic signal of the homophone becomes available, usually at the onset of the 
vowel in a syllable. This is consistent with the traditional analysis to the nature of lexical tone 
in Chinese, that is, lexical tone has to be carried by sufficient segmental information. However, 
they also indicate that the role of tone in homophone processing is limited relative to the role of 
sentence context. With reference to the word candidate data from Experiment 4, we can see that 
initially, only sentence context guides (or mis-guide) the word identification process. Later on， 
tonal information helps listeners to select among various candidates. 
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Tonal information, besides, does not always help. In some cases, even when listeners 
have detected the physical properties of the tone associated with the syllable, context effects 
persist through the entire spectrum of the homophone, whereby listeners adhere to their 
incorrect identification. This situation shows that context may override the physical properties 
of the lexical items during perception. However, these results might also due to the fact that 
some lexical tones are more similar-sounding than others (Chi, 1997)，therefore more easy to 
confuse the tonal differences. To the interaction between sentence context and lexical tone, the 
semantic priming from the context can not only affect the function of lexical tone in the 
narrowing down process, but also the preceding sentence can affect the auditory cues for the 
last ambiguous word in natural language comprehension (the principle oftone sandhi in 
Chinese). Considering altogether, thus, more research should be done on these aspects to 
address such matters in order to arrive at a more detailed account to assess the disambiguating 
function of lexical tone in Chinese during sentence processing. 
Basically, in order to investigate natural language processing in a wider context, we 
should pay more attention to not only the phonological, contextual or other lexical factors, but 
also we can extend to include such pragmatic variables as the social function or other 
communicative function of language. Since language participates in every social settings, 
listeners/speakers use language to arrive at particular goals or convey a message, so the 
strength of pragmatic factor cannot be underestimated. From the results in Experiments 3 and 
4, listeners sometimes insist on their wrong choice of an incorrect word candidate though they 
heard the slight acoustic change of the word. And this is a clear example of the influence of 
pragmatic factor on the disambiguating process. Listeners usually adapt a meaningful 
interpretation on the whole sentence as they generally assume the sentence should carry an 
intelligent idea or a sensible message rather than any other nonsense information. Therefore, it 
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is useful to broaden the scope of ambiguity problem to the social context, where much more 
information can use to interact with other bottom-up information for the correct identification 
to the homophone meaning in particular, or to a correct meaning interpretation of the sentence 
in general. 
From here on, anyway, I can conclude that sentence context and lexical tone are two 
important pieces of information that have significant disambiguating function to resolve local 
ambiguity. From a broader sense of lexical ambiguity, pragmatic usage oflanguage can also 
affect the disambiguation procedure, thus this social factor cannot be undermined if we would 
like to get further understanding to this prevailing human communicative problem. 
By the way, the frequency of individual meanings of an ambiguous word and 
homophone density should also operate efficiently during lexical access, as indicated from the 
current results. However, both of them have some limitations. First, I used written frequency to 
approximate the frequency differences for the spoken homophones, due to the unavailability of 
spoken frequency information for Cantonese. 
Moreover, regarding the notion of neighborhood density of a homophone, it is 
important to look into the relationship between two kinds ofhomophone density as they reflect 
the two definitions ofhomophone I adopted here (whether it is appropriate to consider syllable 
with different tone or syllable with identical tone as homophone in Chinese). 
In addition, this variable reflects the degree of facilitation and inhibition among 
different lexical items within and across level during lexical access (e.g., whether the syllable 
with different tones also involved a word-word competition during lexical access). With 
reference to the present set of data (in Experiments 3 and 4), it seems that there is an 
asymmetrical relation between the number of lexical tones and the information needed to 
identify the homophone meaning, whereas the number of competitors within a tone of the same 
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syllable do influence the isolation time, as revealed in the results ofExperiment 1. Therefore, 
syllables with different tones might not be involved in the same lexical representation (i.e. 
cannot produce a word-word competition) in the mental dictionary of Chinese or their cohort 
(Marslen-Wilson, 1987). These results imply that it is necessary to include the tonal feature ofa 
given syllable when considering its homophony status in Chinese, which is consistent with 
Chao (1968) and Kao (1971). This definition ofhomophone is somehow different from the 
classical analysis in Westem languages. 
Note that, furthermore, the effects of relatedness are absent in the second experiment. I 
suspect that this may due to the following problems. First, there have been no semantic 
associate norms for Cantonese, and we approximated the variable of relatedness by using a 
separate semantic relatedness judgment task (see Method section under Experiment 2). Then, I 
selected the appropriate characters as visual probes, either related or unrelated, from the same 
source. As mentioned before, I selected the most frequent response as the related visual probes 
while randomly selected other characters as the unrelated visual probes from the same source of 
the proposed characters. Therefore, the unrelated items might still activate the target-related 
meaning unexpectedly. Second, the lack of a good control of the frequency of the visual probes 
might be a source of confound to the relatedness and the homophone density effect in the 
second experiment. 
Convergent results obtained from the present study suggest that the successful 
recognition of spoken homophones depends on the continuous interaction among the 
contextual, lexical, and phonological information in the sentence, and hence ambiguity 
resolution. These results are best accounted for by interactive activation models of the sort in 
Kawamoto (1993), Marslen-Wilson (1987), McClelland (1987), and McClelland and Elman 
(1986). In these models, information processing flows both bottom-up and top-down, rather 
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than strictly bottom-up, and lexical access and sentence context mutually influence one another 
at a very early stage, rather than at a later stage at which context effects only follow the 
completion oflexical access. These interactive models are largely inspired by or built on 
connectionist mechanisms that involve distributed representation, degrees ofactivation, and 
adaptation of connection strengths among different processing units for phonological, lexical, 
syntactic, and semantic information of the sentence (Rumelhart, McClelland, & the PDP 
Research Group, 1986). Recently, Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson (in press) also succeeded in 
using a distributed connectionist model to capture the processing profile of spoken word 
perception. 
In a connectionist perspective, the processing of a homophone can be viewed as an 
interactive process of constraint satisfaction: multiple sources of constraints (phonological, 
lexical, and contextual, etc.) either converge to facilitate the activation of relevant meanings, or 
compete to inhibit their activation. Thus, the product of processing at any stage is a result of the 
interaction among these sources of constraints, each of which may have different weights at a 
given stage (Yip & Li, 1997). 
One of the future extension in this line of research is focusing on monosyllable versus 
disyllabic compound words in Chinese. These latter words are becoming more popular 
represent the lexical meaning in modem Chinese (Zhou & Marslen-Wilson, 1994; 1995). 
However, there are some concerns to be considered. First, there exist fewer ambiguous items 
for the disyllabic compound words than the monosyllables in Chinese and second, processing a 
disyllabic compound word involves processing much more information than monosyllables. 
This future extension provides a potentially informative direction to uncover the morphological 
structure in Chinese mental lexicon. Since up to now, there is no a clear boundary or definition 
about what is a morpheme in Chinese, it can be a monosyllable, or disyllabic, or even 
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multisyllabic compound words. Therefore, to examine the relation between different syllabic 
structure in Chinese not only provides further details to the problem of ambiguity resolution but 
also the internal morphological structure in Chinese mental lexicon. 
Due to，in addition, the similar phonological and lexical structure between Cantonese 
and Mandarin, it is definitely fruitful to make a systematic comparative study between them so 
as to paint a more comprehensive picture to this kind of investigation in Chinese homophony. 
From their recent study in ambiguity resolution in the two character homophones by using 
Mandarin, Tang and Shu (1997) also found the same pattem of results that I reported in this 
paper, that is listeners show a contextual sensitivity to the biased meaning early on. Therefore, 
it is preliminary believed that both dialects in Chinese are generally support the context-
dependency, interactive model on the problem of lexical ambiguity. 
In order to, therefore, further understand the more complete story in the underlying 
mechanism that employed in the Chinese language processing, researchers should give more 
attention to such matters. 
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Footnotes 
1 Factually, there are many differences between Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese, but it 
is generally accepted among Chinese linguists that Cantonese is one of the major Chinese 
dialects, rather than treating it as an independent language (see Li & Thompson，1981). In this 
paper, I will use the term Chinese to refer to both Cantonese (in particular) and Chinese (in 
general). The experimental results obtained in this study may be generalized to other Chinese 
dialects, e.g. Mandarin, because of the similarity in their basic phonological and lexical 
structure among different Chinese dialects. 
2 According to most linguistic or psycholinguistic literature (e.g. Gleason & Ratner 
1993; Taylor & Taylor, 1990; Yule, 1985), "homophone" only refers to different words which 
have the same sound pattem by reference to their syllabic structure, excluding the lexical tone, 
because in most Indo-European languages, tone is not a lexical feature. One can also count 
homophone in Chinese as including their lexical tones; however, that is only for Chinese (see 
Chao, 1968; Kao, 1971). In this study, I define homophone as same syllables with identical 
lexical tones (in Experiments 1 and 2) as well as same syllables with different lexical tones (in 
Experiments 3 and 4). Examination of these pairs can provide important information about not 
only context effects and lexical access, but also the disambiguating function of tonal 
information and the nature ofhomophonic words in Chinese. In addition, all the homophonic 
words used in this paper are monosyllables, and the duration of their acoustic boundary ranged 
from 250 to 450ms. 
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Table 1 
Average percentage (Vo) of a word required to a correct identification as a function ofContext 
type and Homophone density 
Homophone density 
Context High density Low density 
Dominant 22.71% 24.71% 
Subordinate 27.55% 26.92% 
Ambiguous 60.43% 50.00% 
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Table 2. 
Response Latencies (ms) as a Function of Context. Dominance. SOA. and Relatedness to High 
Homophone density items 
Subordinate Dominant 
Sentence type Related Unrelated Related Unrelated 
Dominant 
SOAi 715.9 704.6 697.3 704.8 
SOAe 672.9 681.1 664.1 675.0 
SOA300 614.8 647.4 652.7 644.8 
Subordinate 
SOAi 781.7 749.1 706.8 721.2 
SOAe 728.4 708.2 719.7 696.0 
SOA300 733.2 712.4 635.2 639.1 
Ambiguous 
SOAi 737.5 725.3 733.0 712.0 
SOAe 740.6 732.2 697.8 728.2 
SOA300 683.4 703.1 637.6 649.6 
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Table 2. 
Response Latencies fms) as a Function of Context. Dominance. SOA. and Relatedness to Low 
Homophone density items 
Subordinate Dominant 
Sentence type Related Unrelated Related Unrelated 
Dominant 
SOAi 683.0 697.2 682.9 685.1 
SOAe 653.9 698.5 668.9 665.4 
SOA300 607.4 682.4 661.6 625.4 
Subordinate 
SOAi 739.4 729.8 700.5 759.8 
SOAe 705.7 737.2 678.4 718.7 
SOA300 666.1 788.0 641.1 653.8 
Ambiguous 
SOAi 730.0 761.4 722.3 779.4 
SOAe 748.4 744.3 715.1 694.9 
SOA300 634.0 718.0 650.1 649.7 
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Table 4. 
Average percentage (%^ of a word required to a correct identification as a function ofContext 
Type and Homophone density (number of tones) 
Homophone density (Number of tones) 
Context Type High (5-6) Low(l-2) 
Biased context 28.00% 32.11% 
Ambiguous context 52.5% 54.67% 
No context 78.05% 78.54% 
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Table 5. 
Average percentage (%) of a word required to a correct identification as a function ofMatch to 
context and Homophone density fnumber of tones) 
Homophone density fNfumber of tones) 
Match to context High (5-6) Low(l-2) 
Match 28.48% 36.81% 
Mismatch 83.92% 79.15% 
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Figure 1. Profile of the lexical candidates proposed to the low density item maa5 (horse/yard) 
mai5 (metre) * 
maa5 (horse) ** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***； 
*** *** *** *** **氺 *** *** *** *** ***； 
I I I I I L ^ ^ 
0 80 160 2 4 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) 
patl(piece) * * ： 
mai5 (metre) * * | 
maa5 (yard) ** ** *** *** *** *** *** *** **H： 
氺氺 *氺』 氺氺氺 氺氺氺 *氺氺 * * * * * * * * *氺* * 
I I I I I u , ^ _ _ 
0 80 160 240 320 4 0 0 ^ ^ ^ word offset 
man6 (prose) * ： 
mak6 (wheat) * * ： 
mak6 (ink) * * * : • 
maan6 (ten-thousand) ** ** ** ** * * ^ 
mat6 (sock) * ** * : 
mai5 (metre) * * ** ** * * ** * i 
mau5 (acre) * * * * * * * * ^ 
maa5 (horse/yard) * * ** ** *** ” * 
I I I I I 丨、I  
^ ^ 
0 80 160 240 320 400 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) 
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Figure 2. Profile ofthe lexical candidates proposed to the high density itemjvun4 (circle/ape) 
蠢 
jyun4 (circle) *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 
氺 * * * * * * * * * * 氺 * * * * * * * *!* 
I I I I : U _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
0 80 160 2 4 0 3 2 0 4 0 0 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) 
jyun4# (origin) ** * ： 
jyun4 (ape) ** ** *** *** *** *** ***^  
氺* *氺* 氺* * *氺氺 氺* * * * * * * *i 
I I I I L ^ ^ ^ I  
0 80 160 2 4 0 320 4 0 0 " ^ word offset 
jyun4# (finish) * : 
jyun4# (lead) * * * * * *: 
jyun4# (ball) * * ： 
jyu4 (fish) * ** * : 
jyu6 (rain) * : 
jyut6 (cave) * * ** ** *t 
jyut6 (moon) * ** * * : 
jyun6 (province) * * *： 
joeng6 (appearance) * * : 
zoeng2 (prize) * * * j 
jyun4 (circle/ape) * ** * * *:* 
I I I I - , J _ _ _ _ J ^ ^ ^ 
0 80 160 240 320 400 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) 
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Figure 3. Profile of the lexical candidates proposed for the high and low density item, 
sil (silk) and caang4 (orange), that occurred in the no context condition 
saml (heart) *** *** *** ** 
zip3 (shot) *** *** ** 
si6(sure) ** ** * * 
sim2 (flash) ** ** ** * 
cai3 (cut) * 
sinl (first) * * * * 
sinl (fresh) * 
sikl (colour) * * 
sikl (know) * * * 
sit6 (tongue) * * * * 
si6 (matter) * 
sil (lion) * * * *i 
sil (corpse) * ** ** ** ** **; 
sil (poem) * *** *** *** **** 
sil (silk) * *** ** ** ” 
* * * * * * * * :* 
I I I I I 乂__I_ 
0 80 160 240 320 N ^ 0 0 
\ w o r d offset 
caak6 (robber) ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** 
catl (seven) * * * 
ci5 (similar) * 
caa4 (investigate) ** ** ** ** ** * 
caal (bad) * 
caail (guess) * 
caat3 (observe) * * 
caak3 (volume) ** ** ** ** ** ** * 
caak3 (demolish)** ** ** *** *** *** ** ** * 
caap3 (insert) * * * * * * * 
catl (paint) * * 
caan2 (spade) * * 
caang4 (orange) * ** ** ** ** *** ***^ 
I I I I I I _ L 
0 80 160 240 320 400 \ 
Duration of Gate (ms) word offset 
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Figure 4. Profile of the lexical candidates proposed for the high and low density item, 
zi2 ^)urple) and kwong3 (mine), that matched the sentence context 
jau4(oil) *** *** ** * 
tit3 (iron) * ** 
tung2 (bucket) * 
taan3 (carbon) * ** * 
bou2 (valuable) * 
kwong3 (mine) ** *** *** *** *** *** **— 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
I I U^ I I 乂__I_ 
0 80 160 -.. 240 320 \ 400 
\ 
Duration of Gate (ms) vowel onset word offset 
luk6 (green) * * 
hung4 (red) * * 
hakl (black) *** * 
zi2 (purple) ** ** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** **_ 
** **氺氺氺**氺氺氺**氺**氺**氺* *氺氺氺氺氺* **—* 
I I I 1 1 ^ ^ 
0 80 160 2 4 0 ' . , 320 4 0 0 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) vowel onset 
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Figure 5. Profile of the lexical candidates proposed for the high and low density item, 
zi2 (purple) and kwong3 (mine), that did not match the sentence context 
kwong4 (crazy) *** *** ** ** ** ** ** * *l * * * * * * * 
gong3 (steel) ** * 
gok3 (angle) * 
gwok3 (nation) * 
gwong2 (broad) * 
kok3 (certain) * ** 
gwongl (light) * * 
kwong3 (expand) * * * *| 
kwong3 (mine) * ** ** ** ** ** 
氺氺 氺氺 ** 氺氺氺 *** 
I I k： 1 1 — — ^ ~ ~ I ~ 
0 80 160 " - . 2 4 0 320 \ 4 0 0 
\ 
Duration of Gate (ms) vowel onset word offset 
zi6 (word) *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ** * — 
氺氺氺氺*氺*氺氺氺氺*氺**氺氺*** *** *** 
zi2 (sister) * 
zi2 (purple) * ** ** * ” 
zi2 (paper) * ** *** *** 
zi2 (son) * 
I I 1 ^ 1 u ^ ： ^ 
0 80 160 240 ' -, 320 400 word offset 
Duration of Gate (ms) vowel onset 
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Appendix I: Selected Chinese Homophones used in Experiment 1 and 2 
High density zoeng3 脹 soengl 箱 
帳 霜 
zoeng6 象 seoi3 稅 
；丈 歲 
jyun4 圓 tong4 糖 
猿 堂 
kei4 旗 ci4 池 
期 詞 
mou6 霧 coeng4 牆 
墓 場 
ping4 瓶 wol K 
坪 鍋 




*Note: For each pairs ofhomophones, the first character is the high frequency word 
while the second character is the low frequency word. The number of each 
syllable represents their lexical tone. 
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Appendix I: Selected Chinese Homophones used in Experiment 1 and 2 
Low density baanl 班 maa5 馬 
斑 碼 
baan2 板 min6 面 
版 麵 
bou3 布 saaml 衫 
報 三 
bol 波 sin3 線 
坡 扇 
dou2 島 coengl 槍 
賭 窗 
fo3 貨 waa6 話 
s_B 蚩 
0^ 里 




*Note: For each pairs ofhomophones, the first character is the high frequency word 
while the second character is the low frequency word. The number of each 
syllable represents their lexical tone. 
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Appendix II: Selected Chinese Homophones used in Experiment 3 and 4 
High density ci3 朿1� ci4 | i 
faan6 犯 fanl 分 
fu2 斧 fu3 富 
jan4 人 jau4 油 
jau6 右 jil 椅 
ji5 耳 jing4 型 
joeng4 羊 jyu4 魚 
jyu6 雨 jyun4 完 
jyun6 縣 sau2 手 
seoi2 水 seoi3 歲 
sil 詩 si4 匙 
sin3 扇 tou3 兔 
wail 威 wai6 胃 
wan4 雲 wu4 織 
zi2 紫 zi6 字 
*Note: The number of each syllable represents their lexical tone. 
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Appendix II: Selected Chinese Homophones used in Experiment 3 and 4 
Low density aap3 鴨 ai2 矮 
ai3 翳 caak3 冊 
caak6 賊 caangl 撐 
caang4 橙 faal 花 
faa3 化 gapl 急 
gap3 鴒 goek3 腳 
gwatl 骨 gwat6 掘 
hoel 靴 jeng2 影 
jeng4 臝 kwong3 礦 
kwong4 狂 mat6 襪 
nai4 泥 niu5 鳥 
niu6 尿 ok3 惡 
syut3 雪 tengl 廳 
teng5 艇 tit3 鐵 
tukl 禿 ukl 屋 
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